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SPECIFICATIONS

  

ARTICLE
Designation : Grinding sharpener ELER PRO300
Code bobet : 5204
Selling Unit : Unit

Non-contractual pictures

CHARACTERISTICS
- Electric grinding sharpener, simple and comfortable manufacturing, fit with a natural stone.
- Fit with a sharpening disk allowing to remove the burr of the sharpened blade
- Professional machine with plastic water container and draining plug.
- Stainless steel case and driving by serrated belt
- Waterproof switch

THE MAIN ADVANTAGES :
- Precise sharpening with adjustable tool holder
- Non-slip base, the grindstone remains steady
- Easy emptying
- The rotational speed of the sandstone avoid water spitting and all risks of accidents
- The grain fineness provides a precise sharpening. The quality of the cut surface is maximum, no need to force on
the
knife, the risks of serious injury are limited. The knife is less wear and so has to be changed less often.
- A well sharpened knife means time saving.

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS :
- Voltage : 230 V single-phase - 50 Hz - 130 W
- Rotational speed : 1000 rpm
- Motor protection IP44
- Noise <85dBA
- Dimensions : 400 x 300 x 340 mm
- Stone diameter 300 mm and thickness 60 mm - 100 rpm
- Materials : stainless steel, aluminum and sandstone of the Vosges
- Weight : 22 kg

APPLICATION :
- Industries : Butchery trade, Meat cutting plants, Meat product factories, Slaughterhouses, Canteen kitchens, ...

SPARE PARTS :
- Refill sandstone : code Bobet 5767
- Bearing rep.15: code Bobet 23789
- Roller: code Bobet 3919

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE :
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- To be used with water (20cl), activate

STORAGE / MAINTENANCE :
- Store in a dry place
-  The  container  should  be  clean,  remove  sand  and  water  after  use.  The  stone  should  always  be  dry  and  not  stay
submerged in water.

STANDARDS :
In compliance with the EC directives 2006/42 EC
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